


 Money has not only made the present-day mass 
production of goods possible.

 It has also facilitated the distribution of a wide 
variety and large quantity of goods which 
characterize our present mode of living.



 Money has brought together expanding consumers 
demand and large scale productive activity by providing 
a broad market organic inaction , facilities for moving 
goods and determining prices. 

 If transport has freed production from dependence on 
local demand, money has liberated it from the confines 
of specific individual demand through the establishment 
of

 Markets representing the collective demand of the 
community.



ROLE OF MONEY IN

SOCIETY

 Often times, people say that they can live without 
money. They define money as just one of the tools 
that enhances people living environment .

 However in real life, money is a very important 
matter in a people lives.

 Although the people in history might have lived 
through the exchange of goods and not relying to 
the value of money it self but modern society 
today couldn’t function without money.



CONTD…

 Money plays a huge role in the society in variety 
of ways such as in business ,at people job ,and 
even in education.

 Money helps people achieve a better quality of 
education ,larger chance of business success and 
higher work output.

 The various roles of money are explained under 
following headings:-



 People value education highly in their lives and a 

quality education is dependent on the amount of 

money spent on this type of investment.

 Every single person in this world has to invest 

their money on education for them to gain 

learning.



 Money also plays a significant role both in our 
society and in worldwide business.

 In the business world ,most interactions that 
people have involve a huge amount of money.

 One common example of a worldwide business is 
investment.

 In the field of investment, people put a lot of their 
money into a particular market and as the market 
gets  bigger and builds a higher reputation the 
worth of money invested grows larger.



 Even in a smaller scale in business, wages and 

salaries are important matters when comes to 

human .

 The wages are the proof of the people’s effort and 

devotion to the work they do.

 The wages vary from one to another depending 

on the kind of job people do and the position they 

occupy in the company.



 People use the earnings they get from their work 

in many ways.

 They buy the necessary things that they need to 

sustain their living such as home , food ,and car.

 As mentioned in the earlier paragraph these 

wages are also used to attain high quality of 

education .

 There are huge differences between people who 

work and earn wages and people who do not.



 People who can earn their livings mostly live a 

life filled with what they want to have.

 They eat nutritious food which helps sustain body 

health and use cars transport them to wherever 

they want to go.

 On the other hand, people who do not have job 

and earn nothing often have hard times 

sustaining their life. They have nothing to support 

their health. They also do not have a permanent 

shelter where they could rest on .These people 

could not live properly because they could not 

afford any of it .



These illustrate a contrasting example of 

people who earn wages and who do not .

Wages are a hugely significant matter for 

one to maintain certain quality of life.

Therefore the importance of money within 

humans life could not be doubted.
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